This paper deals with the theoretic simulation of a drill bit whirling under conditions of its contact interaction with the bore-hole bottom rock plane. The bit is considered to be an absolutely rigid ellipsoidal body with uneven surface. It is attached to the lower end of a rotating elastic drill string. In the perturbed state, the bit can roll without sliding on the bore-hole bottom, performing whirling vibrations (the model of dynamic equilibrium with pure rolling when maximum cohesive force does not exceed the ultimate Coulombic friction). To describe these motions, a nonholonomic dynamic model is proposed, constitutive partial differential equations are deduced. With their use, the whirling vibrations of oblong and oblate ellipsoidal bits are analyzed, the functions of cohesive (frictional) forces are calculated. It is shown that the system of elastic drill string and ellipsoidal bit can acquire stable or unstable whirl modes with approaching critical Eulerian values by the parameters of axial force, torque and angular velocity. The analogy of the found modes of motions with ones of the Celtic stones is established. It is shown that the ellipsoidal bits can stop their whirling vibrations and change directions of their circumferential motions in the same manner as the ellipsoidal Celtic stones do. As this takes place, the trajectories of the oblate ellipsoidal bits are characterized by more complicated paths and irregularities.
Introduction
Late in the 19th century, one of the most fascinating dynamic effects of the nonholonomic mechanics was found. It is associated with the so called problem of Celtic stones consisting in the apparent violation of the physical law of angular momentum conservation. This phenomenon is realized for solid ellipsoidal bodies with some breakdowns of geometry or inertia symmetries (the Celtic stones). If to put this body into touch with an uneven horizontal plane and to twirl it around the vertical axis, then, after a time, it ceases to rotate and after some short-run irregular vibration relative to a horizontal axis ("dances"), it again begins to rotate around the vertical axis, yet this time, in the opposite direction.
The similar changes of the rotation directions occur repeatedly for some shapes of bodies. In so doing, the point of the body contact with plane traces out a rather complicated paths. At the stages of rotary motions, they have the shapes of expanding or narrowing spirals, while during the transition through the vibration regimes they acquire the outlines of complicated curves with loops and cuspidal points.
The curious stones possessing these properties were originally called celts because their behavior was discovered by archaeologists studying the prehistoric utensils of ancient Celtic folks. The first description and physical explanation of their motion was presented by G.T. Walker in 1895 [1] . Subsequently, two basic dynamic models were used for analysis of queer behavior of the Celtic stones. The more general and complex statement of the problem consists in investigation of the body motion on the horizontal plane with allowance made for the sliding effect and presence of a friction force at the contact point between the bodies. By virtue of its severity, it turned out to be less attractive and fruitful. The nonholonomic model of the Celtic stone motion was found to be simpler and more obvious, so with its aid, the principal properties and qualitative features of the body motion were revealed [2] - [4] .
The outwardly similar motions can be performed by the polycrystalline-diamond-compact (PDC) bit of a deep drill string (DS). As the bit is connected to the lower end of the DS, their motions are interdependent. In drilling, the DS thrusts the bit against the bore-hole bottom and by-turn is subjected to action of the vertical reaction force, torque and centrifugal inertia force, which conduce to decrease its bending stiffness and lead to its elastic bending. As noted in [5] - [7] , in consequence of its deforming, the coaxiality of the DS and bit is disaligned, the bit shifts out of the system center and begins to roll on the bore-hole bottom.
In this case, two motion regimes are possible which are differed by the character of the bit interaction with the bore-hole bottom and, consequently, are described by different mathematic models. Thus, if the force of the bit thrust to the bottom is not large and adhesion between them is disrupted, then the typical frictional interaction described by the Coulomb friction law prevails. Analysis of the bit dynamics is performed with the use of such model in paper [8] .
But the situation changes essentially with enlargement of the compressive thrust force and its approaching to the Eulerian critical value. Then, the bending stiffness of the DS reduces, it hogs and the diamond impregnations existing in the bit surface penetrate into the rock medium. As this takes place, the bit axis tilts and nutates. It should be particularly emphasized that at this stage, the bit is under action of the vertical force (weight on bit) which essentially exceeds all other forces. It presses the bit to the hole bottom (not to the hole wall) and the bit loses its ability to slide on the bore-hole bottom and begins to roll on its surface, lagging behind or outstripping the DS rotation. As a result, the point of the bit contact with the reference surface (the instantaneous centre of velocities) may describe extremely complicated trajectories with loops and cuspidal points and to change the motion directions, as happens with the Celtic stones.
Analyses of such systems motions were performed, for the most part, with the use of natural models or with the help of simplified mathematic models. In early study of 1990, Brett et al. [9] assumed with the use of simple mass-spring model that the main cause of PDC bit failures was their backward whirl, representing a specific kind of its lateral vibration. That is, a bit may vibrate laterally but may not necessarily be whirling. Only when the bit's geometric center moves around the hole's center line is the bit valid whirling. During whirl, the instantaneous center of rotation moves around the bit, and it whirls backward around the hole. Cutters on a whirling bit can move sideways, backward, and much faster than those on a true rotating bit. Laboratory and field results showed the detrimental effects of whirl on the bit rate of penetration and its life. Special attention was also paid to mechanisms of cutting and moving of bits with sharp and dull cutters. In 1992 Langeveld [10] elaborated fully dynamic and three-dimesional model of torsional, axial and lateral vibrations of different PDC bit designs. His analyses demonstrated that conventional PDC bits tend to whirl backward, while anti-whirl PDC bits effectively reduce this tendency and whirl forward. The possibility to vibrate with backward and forward whirlings was noted also by Schen et al. [11] and Thor Viggo and Age [12] . In their observations, the whirl rotation occurred several times per revolution of the bit and during whirl, the bit drilled an overgage hole with a multilobed cross-section. Chen et al. [13] accentuated that in most cases bit whirl (backward or forward) is coupled with other forms of lateral vibrations, therefore, the trajectory of the bit center is usually not a circle. Wu et al. [14] and Ledgerwood et al. [15] [16] bind initiation of whirling vibrations with torsional stick/slip friction vibrations and consider it to be the primary cause of bit damage. Sowers et al. [17] maintain this point of view and assert that additional detrimental effects caused by coupling of these phenomena include the development of ledges, bore-hole oscillations and spiraling, and premature failure of downhole tools. They consider that bore-hole quality can be improved via the use of roller reamers. Johnson [18] points out that bit whirl is responsible for bit-rock interaction, leading to lateral vibrations, and results in short runs, low rate of penetration, high cost per foot, poor hole quality, and downhole-tool damage. The methods developed for the bit whirl reduction is recorded to mitigate the detrimental effects, but do not completely eliminate them and there are compromises associated with each method that prevent their usage in many applications. Friction force influence on the bit whirling is discussed by Christoforou and Yigit [6] and Leine et al. [7] . With the use of low degree of freedom models, simulating the bit rolling on the well wall surface, they provide qualitative insight into rolling with sliding and pure rolling. As shown by calculations, for the time duration covered by simulation, the initial forward whirl changes into a transitory phase, in which the whirl direction continuously changes between forward and backward, and eventually settles into a backward whirl. Note once more, that the similar motions are performed by Celtic stones [1] - [4] . The difference between sliding and rolling motions is also emphasized by Stroud et al. [19] : "Backward whirl occurs when the drill string switches from being in sliding contact to rolling contact with the borehole. Once a drillstring assembly goes into rolling contact with the borehole, it rotates backwards around the center point". Kovalyshen [20] elaborated a simple analytical model of bit whirl, taking into account the bit geometry characterized by three-dimensional parameters. Depending on their values, the analysis results have shown that the system can be stable or undergo forward or backward whirl. Spanos et al. [21] and Ritto et al. [22] underline that the uncertainty is inherent in the properties of parameters determining the drilling processes, therefore, the stochastic nature of the bit rock interaction should be taken into consideration. General questions of friction influence on deep hole drilling processes are outlined by R. Samuel [23] .
This paper is dedicated to analysis of pure rolling of the bit. Inasmuch as the constraints imposed on the system under such conditions are kinematic, it is worthwhile to apply the methods of nonholonomic mechanics for investigation of its dynamic motion. In paper [24] , on the basis of such statement of the problem, dynamics of spinning and rolling without sliding of spherical bits on spherical surfaces of bore-hole bottoms is studied. It is noted, that the bit whirl vibration can be entailed by three kinds of stable and unstable motions associated with forward and inverse rolling of the bit and its pure spinning.
As this takes place, the modes of these motions essentially depend on the DS flexibility which is determined not only by its mechanical stiffness, but also by proximity of its state to the Eulerian instability. The inference about the necessity to consider the motion of ellipsoidal bits is drawn.
However, as shown in [25] , the problem of rolling a body on an uneven plane becomes more complicated with transfer from spherical bodies to ellipsoidal ones. Nevertheless, as the bits in the shapes of elongated and oblate ellipsoids are widely used in the practice of deep drilling, the question of how their shape geometry influences on the processes of their whirling vibrations is of great interest. This question is considered below.
Three-Point Boundary Value Problem for Elastic Vibrations of the Lower Sections of a Drill String
To study the phenomenon of a bit rolling without sliding on a bore-hole bottom surface, it is necessary to state the problem about elastic bending vibration of the DS taking into account the constraints fulfilling the roles of boundary conditions for the dynamic equations of the DS.
Consider that it rotates with constant angular velocity ω. At its upper part, the DS is prestressed by tensile gravity force, its lower part is compressed by the contact reaction force reducing bending stiffness of the system. To enlarge this stiffness, usually centralizing devices are located in the lower segments of the DS which serve as supplemented supports. Because the most intensive bending vibrations of a DS prevail in the sections nearest to the drill bit, occurrence of the upper sections will not be taken in account and only two lower sections (segments AB and BC in Figure 1 ) are separated for the simulation. Vibrations of these sections are analyzed on the basis of the theory of compressed-twisted rotating beams with internal flows of washing liquid (mud). Phenomena of torsion vibrations of rotating DSs under conditions of friction interaction between its bit and destructed rock is studied in papers [26] - [28] . Influence of internal flows of liquid on the tube rod dynamics is analyzed in [29] [30] . It is shown that these flows further the system instability.
To study elastic bending dynamics of the DS under consideration, introduce inertial coordinate system OXYZ with its origin O at the end A and axis OZ in line with the DS axis, as well as the Oxyz coordinate system rotating together with the DS tube. Let i, j, k be the unit vectors of this system. It is assumed that the bending stress-strain state of the DS is determined by the lateral displacements ( ) In the deduction of differential equations of the DS dynamics, take into account that it is prestressed by internal axial force T and torque z M . Besides, it rotates with angular velocity ω and washing liquid moves with linear velocity V in its cavity. As a consequence, in [31] [32], the following form of the constitutive equations was constructed. 4  2  3  2  2  2  2  2  4  2  3  2  2   4  2  3  2  2  2  2  2  4  2  3  2  2 2 2 0,
Here EI is the bending stiffness of the DS: l γ , t γ are the linear masses of the washing liquid flow and drill string tube with internal liquid, respectively; V is the velocity of the washing liquid and t is the time.
The linear masses l γ , t γ are calculated through the equalities , ,
where l ρ , ρ are the densities of the liquid and tube material; l f , f are the cross-section areas of the internal channel of the DS tube and its wall, respectively.
In Equation (1), a dominant role is played by the terms with multipliers T and z M , because they influence on the Eulerian stability of the DS section and thereby determine its bending stiffness. The first ones give rise to its buckling, while the second ones lead to spiral modes of the DS deforming [32] .
The roles of the members containing multipliers Equation (1) together with appropriate boundary equations at points A, B, C (Figure 1 ) represent the threepoint boundary value problem relative to the independent variable z. To analyze whirling vibrations of the system, some initial perturbations will be imparted to it and its response to them will be studied. This part of analysis is performed on the basis of the Cauchy problem statement.
Statement of Boundary Conditions for the Constitutive Equations
Peculiar features of the considered problem consist in its boundary conditions. At the points A and B, they are easily formulated. At the A point positioned between the conditionally discarded upper section and one chosen for analysis, the equations The boundary equations at the C point are considerably more complicated and because of this, they should be especially considered on the basis of the bit motion model.
The problem of this model creation is associated with essential theoretical and technical obstacles because many different vibration phenomena occur simultaneously in the bit dynamics, doing it difficult to isolate, evaluate, and explain any one of them. To varying degrees, axial, torsional, and bending vibrations are all present and coupled. Bit bounce, stick-slip, forward and backward whirl and linear and parametric interconnection between axial and bending vibrations all occur. Moreover, these phenomena depend on many structural, mechanical and technical parameters. Therefore, the objective of our work is to improve the understanding of the interdependence between whirling, contact cohesion of the bit with hole bottom, the bit geometry, and elastic bending pliability of the DS. However, for a real drill string configuration, the simulation results should only be interpreted in a qualitative sense.
In our work, the initial stage of the whirl proceeding is considered. Therefore, the following assumptions are used.
1) Whirl vibrations of a PDC bit is analysed. It is considered as a rigid oblong or oblate ellipsoid.
2) The bit is connected with lower sections of elastic DS. Because of this, the displacements and nutations of the bit are provoked by elastic bending and tilting of the DS.
3) Initial stage of the whirling process is considered when the point of contact of the bit with rock abandoned the hole bottom centre and moves around it, but does not achieve the hole wall. The lateral displacements of the DS are small and it does not also touch the hole wall.
The vertical force (weight-on-bit) compresses the bit to the hole bottom and thus, they are in permanent contact.
4) Angular velocity ω of the DS rotation is considered to be constant.
5) The contact interaction of the bit with the hole bottom rock is described by the Coulombic friction law [23] [25] . According to it, the friction force 
Here μ is the friction coefficient, N is the normal force of contact interaction. Graphically, this law is represented in Figure 2 , where the bit sliding is impossible and it rolls on the bottom surface. In this case the friction force is less than the value N µ , it is unknown and can be determined by dynamic equations. This force is located in vertical segment of the diagram in Figure 2 and is named as the force of static friction or cohesive force. When the coercive forces exceed the ultimate friction force ult F , the relative accelerating motion of contacting bodies occur with constant friction force
This regime is represented by horizontal segment in Figure 2 and is called dynamic friction. The first type of motion can be concluded to be typical for bits with sharp cutters, while the second regime is inherent to worn out bits.
In the proposed model, the pure rolling mechanism [7] of the bit whirling is assumed and the motion of its instantaneous centre of velocities around the hole axis [19] is analysed. The model gives the possibility to simulate the change of forward and backward whirl by each other and to explain essential enlargement of the whirl velocity in comparison with the DS rotation velocity.
Having these assumptions, it became possible to formulate equations of the body motion under action of elastic forces and moments generated at the DS end owing to contact interaction between the body and the surface.
In paper [24] , the problem on rolling of a spherical bit on a curvilinear surface is considered. As further researches of the authors demonstrated, the attempts to generalize this problem to the case of the ellipsoidal bit rolling on a curvilinear surface cause severe difficulties. For this reason, below the problem on the rotary ellipsoid bit whirling on the plane uneven surface π (Figure 1 ) is considered.
It is pertinent to note that the problem on ellipsoid body rolling on a plane surface has a long-standing history in the nonholonomic mechanics [25] and yet, as a rule, only its simplest versions concerning free bodies under action of gravity forces were considered and only some partial solutions were constructed. A similar situation occurs also with respect to the Celtic stones problem [1] - [4] .
In our case, the ellipsoidal bit spins relative to the axis of its symmetry and is subjected to action of the axial force T and elastic forces and moments. Besides, the equations of the bit motion do not make up constitutive equations, as in the problem on Celtic stones, but are no more than boundary conditions for the equations of the DS vibrations.
To deduce these equations detach conditionally the bit from the DS at the C point. Assume that the onset of whirling vibration is at the initial state, the bit can move in a narrow clearance without contact with the bore-hole side surface, and the bore-hole bottom is plane.
The bit motion is described by two vector equations. The first one represents the condition of kinematic compatibility of the motion velocities of the DS end and the bit body at the point of their connection. It represents the equation of nonholonomic constraint. The second equation is formulated reasoning from the condition of dynamic (in the simplified case, quasi-static) equilibrium of the elastic shear forces and moments applied to the bit.
To formulate the equations of the bit rolling, rigidly fix to it the 1 1 1
Cx y z coordinate system. In the undeformed state, axes 
In the deformed state, the 1 Cz axis slews through the θ angle in the σ plane going through ellipsoid apex D, its center C, and the G point of contact of the bit with the π plane (Figure 4) . Then, it is possible to find the θ angle with the use of the formula
and thereafter, to calculate angle α between the planes σ and xOz:
With the aid of the introduced angle, one can find the vector ρ connecting the points C and G (Figure 4) : 2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 sin cos sin cos sin cos . sin cos sin cos
Here a and b are the semi-axes of the bit ellipsoid. At the moment of the bit point G touch with the π plane, it is instantaneous centre of the bit velocities, therefore, its absolute velocity equals zero. Then [25] 0, Cx y z fixed in the bit body. Considering that the bit moves in the result of the DS rotation and elastic displacement and slewing of its lower end, one has ( ) ( 
Substituting these correlations into Equation (10) and projecting onto the axes Ox and Oy, one can gain the kinematic boundary conditions for the bent DS at the C point 0, 0.
After substitution of the components of Equation (9) for x ρ , y ρ , z ρ and some simplifications, the conclusive form of Equation (12) is constructed in the form: 
The constraints described by these equations are nonholonomic as they are expressed through the derivatives of the unknown variables with respect to the t time [25] .
In the general case, the force boundary equations can be derived stemming from the theorem on the change of angular momentum of the bit. To exclude the unknown reaction of the contact interaction of the bit with the bore-hole bottom at the G point, it is chosen as the polar one. Then, these equations are formulated as follows:
where G K is the bit moment momentum relative to the G point,
el G
M is the elastic forces moment with respect to the same point.
However, as shown in [24] , the mass and inertia moment of the hollow bit are small in comparison with the inertia characteristics of the drill string and for this reason they can be neglected. If so, Equation (14) is simplified 0.
The el G M moment is due to the vector of elastic moment
and vector of elastic forces .
The F vector generates
According to Equation (15) , it can be written 0.
After corresponding substitutions and projectings, one gains from (16) , (18), Taking into account Equation (9), transform Equation (20) 
Underline that the unknown cohesive force between the bit and bore-hole bottom is not included into these correlations. This effect is gained owing to the application of the nonholonomic approach to the problem and choice of the instantaneous centre of velocities (point G) as a polar one.
Boundary conditions (13), (21) represent the kinematic and quasi-static constraints imposed on the movement of the bit.
As a result, differential Equation (1) together with boundary conditions (3), (4), (13), and (21) make up the three-point boundary value problem for the bottom hole assembly including the bit. Its solution can be derived only by numerical methods.
Statement of the Cauchy Problem for the Bottom Assembly Dynamics
The above-formulated equations specify dynamic equilibrium of an ellipsoidal bit. They should be supplemented by initial conditions setting initial disturbance. Numerical solution of the stated problem is performed through the use of finite difference method with application of implicit scheme of integration in time t. To realize it, the span length l is divided into n finite difference segments z l n ∆ = and at every discrete time moment j t and nodal point i z , Equation (1) The skeleton diagrams corresponding to the finite difference operators (22) are represented in Figure 5 . It is considered that in time layers j and 1
(1 i n ≤ ≤ ) in layer 1 j + are indeterminate. Then, Equation (22) together with the algebraized boundary conditions make it possible to formulate a system of linear algebraic equations in time layer 1 j + for every time instant step method. The accepted approach is effective for the considered problem owing to its numerical stability in respect to non-linear systems. But it is more cumbersome in connection with the necessity to solve a system of linear algebraic equations at every step of the time increment. At the same time, this approach is less accurate in comparison with the use of the explicit finite difference scheme. So, to achieve sufficient calculating precision, it is necessary to perform calculations with rather small values of the t ∆ increments.
The Simplest Schemes of Forward and Backward Whirl Rollings of Rotating Ellipsoids on an Uneven Plane
As is shown by experimental and theoretic investigations [1] - [4] , free rotating oblong ellipsoidal bodies with small geometric or mass distortions (Celtic stones) have the tendency to change the directions of their rotations. Analogous effects are typical to drill bits. They can also perform forward and backward whirlings and change their directions, describing the trajectories with the shapes of multipetal flowers cutting multilobed cross-sections in bore-holes.(Thor Viggo et al. 1988), (Schen et al. 2005) . But as distinguished from Celtic stones, they can have different geometry (including oblong and oblate ellipsoids, they are not free, they rotate with prescribed angular velocity ω , and change their orientation according to elastic bending of the DS axis and its tilting in vibrating.
Since the objective of this work is to understand the interaction between these geometric, kinematic and structural factors, the 3D model considering coupling of the DS bending with the ellipsoidal bit, rolling on the bore-hole bottom, is reckoned to be adequate. For a real DS structure, however, the results should only be interpreted in a qualitative sense.
To reveal the basic causes influencing on the modes of the bit motion on the bore-hole bottom, consider the simplest schemes of nonholonomic rolling of a rotary ellipsoid body on an uneven plane. Let the body be attached to an elastic rod rotating with angular velocity ω . For the sake of clearness, separate the motion states where the axes OX, Ox and OY, Oy are collinear and the plane CDG of the body inclination coincides with the XOZ plane (Figure 6) . Then, if the ellipsoid is elongated (b > a) and angle θ of its inclination to vertical OZ is positive, then at the considered time moment, the velocities of the point G of the body touch with the π plane ( G π v ) and of the ellipsoid apex D ( D v ) are parallel to the OY axis and the body moves in the direction of its rotation around the system axis (Figure 6(a) ). So, this case corresponds to the forward whirl regime. However, the situation changes if the displacements ( ) u C , ( ) v C are positive but the θ angle is negative (Figure 6(b) ). In this event, the angular velocity of the bit rolling equals horizontal component of the angular velocity ω , the velocities D v , G v reverse their directions and the body begins to roll around the rod in the opposite direction, realizing backward whirl motion.
Kinematics of the oblate ellipsoid can be all the more complicated if the rotation axis of the deformed DS is located between the ellipsoid apex D and touch point G. Then, depending on the θ angle sign, the apex D can move in the direction of rotation while the touch point G does this in the opposite direction (Figure 6(c)) , and, on the contrary, the D point can move in the rotation direction, whereas the G point does this in the opposite direction (Figure 6(d) for the backward whirl) .
Thus, one can sec that depending on the shape of the bent DS, the whirling of the ellipsoidal bits can be both forward and backward, though for the oblate bits, the backward whirl is predominant. The elaborated model permits us to explain one further feature of the whirling process lying in the fact that it may acquire the most destructive modes when the angular velocity of the backward whirling essentially surpasses the rate ω of the DS and amounts from 5 to 30 times the speed of the DS [19] . For the purpose of corroborating this possibility refer to Figure 6(c) . At the considered instant the bit is rolling with angular velocity τ ω about horizontal axis passing through its instantaneous center G of its velocities. Let point c be the curvature center of the bit surface section by the plane which contains point G and is normal to vector τ ω and r be the normal radius-vector constructed at point G. Then, its velocity c v is normal to plane XOY and is equal to but not to infinity as the τ ω reduces too. An important point also is that the whirl rate in Equation (23) depends on the r radius which is smaller in oblong bits and larger in oblate ones. Because of this, the oblate bits might be expected to be more predisposed to fast whirlings in comparison with oblong ones. Kinematics of compound motion of the bit center C becomes more evident if to study it in the rotating coordinate system Oxyz (Figure 7) .
In this case, the relative velocity vector By virtue of the fact that in actual practice the bit possessing the ellipsoidal shape is subjected to the action of forces and moments from the elastic vibrating DS, it can permanently transfer from one kinematic scheme represented in Figure 6 and Figure 7 to another, changing directions of its rotational motions, as happens with the Celtic stones. In more complex cases, when these changes of directions occur repeatedly due to elastic vibration of the DS, the trajectories of the bit centre may represent more complicated figures closely resembling multipetal flowers.
Simulation of Whirl Vibrations of Oblong and Oblate Ellipsoidal Bits
The elaborated techniques were used for computer simulation of whirling vibrations of DSs with elongated and oblate ellipsoidal bits. In drilling practice, a great variety of determining factors have to be considered in technological designs. They differ essentially by the bore-hole diameters (up to 40 sm), drill string materials (steel, aluminum, titanium, composite), lengths of lower spans in bottom hole assembly (range from 9 to 18 m, shapes of bits, forces on bits (up to 10 6 N), torques on bits (up to 10 4 N•m), angular velocities of the DSs (more than 10 rad As shown in [24] , the whirling regimes essentially depend on bending stiffness of the DS. With its reduction, the DS becomes flexible and the bit axis acquires additional opportunities to deviate from vertical state and to begin its whirling motions. If to take into account that the DS stiffness tends to zero with its bringing nearer to Eulerian critical state, then the expediency to evaluate proximity of the DS stress-strain state to critical one becomes evident. But the task of the DS stability analysis represents a complex independent multi parametric problem because the DS is prestressed by torque and variable axial force, it rotates, mud current moves inside it, and it performs longitudinal, lateral and torsional vibrations simultaneously. Inasmuch as this problem has not general solution, it is of interest to consider some simple partial combinations of loads, permitting to assess the DS stiffness. There are two sets of the rod loadings whose critical combinations can be determined analytically.
∆ =
was used. To validate the computation accuracy, the calculations with the step 5 10 s t − ∆ = were performed. In these two cases, the integration results practically coincided.
To actuate starting motion of the system, it was assumed that small (1 cm in amplitude) elastic sinusoidal bending deformations were introduced into the shapes of the two lowest sections of the DS. Next, the DS (and bit) behavior was traced.
The data of numerical analysis for the case of elongated ellipsoidal bit (a = 0. The trajectory in rotating coordinate system Oxyz shown in Figure 8 (a) testifies that firstly the directions of the DS rotation and the bit motion were the same. But after some time, the bit began to describe very complicated curve ("to dance", as the Celtic stones did) and then changed orientation of its motion. Complicated trajectory was also formed in the immovable coordinate system (Figure 8(b) ). Its parameters are determined with the use of formulae cos sin , sin cos
It can be concluded that the considered regime is unstable as the motion curves have the shapes of expanding spirals.
However, enlargement of rotation velocity ω till 10 rad/s (Figure 9 ) stabilizes the system motion. After some disturbance, it traces elliptic paths in the rotating reference frame (Figure 9(a) ) and circles with high frequency jitter distortions in the immovable one (Figure 9(b) ). This regime, though stable, is also troublesome because it is connected with large accelerations and inertia forces.
Transition from elongated bits to oblate ones leads to complication of their motions. In Figure 10 and Figure  11 , the case a = 0.3 m, b = 0.1 m is represented for different values of ω, T and z M . As shown in Figure 6 , the oblate ellipsoid is characterized by larger lever between the central (C) and contact (G) points. Because of this, its whirling is accompanied by larger swings and more complicated modes of motions in the immovable reference frame (Figure 10(b) and Figure 11(b) ). The motion mode shown in Figure 11 (b) is of particular interest, since it exemplifies change of the whirl direction and its trajectory possesses a lot of loops (nearly cuspidal points) with enlarging accelerations and inertia forces.
Absolute motion of the oblate bit is more complicated even for small T values when its center C performs nearly stationary harmonic vibrations ( ) absolute motion in the immovable system OXYZ is represented in Figure 12 (b). It can be seen that owing to change of the bit axis orientation (as shown in Figure 6 (c) and Figure 6 (d)), it periodically changes directions of its velocity, resulting in generating slow and fast motions with large accelerations and inertia forces. These forces can be dangerous for strength of the bit and its diamonds. The mode of the DS bending corresponding to the stage of comparatively slow motion is shown in Figure 13 . It has a simple shape.
As noted above, the nonholonomic model advantage consists in its feature to study the bit motion without taking into consideration the cohesive force between contacting bodies. This force can be obtained from the condition of dynamic equilibrium after general solution of the stated problem. Really, the bit separated from the elastic DS moves in the horizontal plane under action of elastic force (30) It follows from the above-mentioned notes that the mass of the hollow bit is small in comparison with the inertia characteristics of the DS and for this reason it can be neglected. Then, the resulting cohesive force can be expressed as follows: 
Shown in Figure 14 is the diagram of the ( ) coh F t change constructed for the case presented in Figure 12 . It can be seen that at the initial stage of the whirl process this function has a small jerk caused by initial perturbation but subsequently it transits to stationary regime in the limits 5500 8700 N coh F < < . Taking into account that the axial force acting on the bit equals T = 10 4 N, one can infer (see Figure 2 and inequality (5)) that the regime of pure rolling without sliding can be realized if condition 87 . 0 = ≥ T F coh µ is fulfilled. Note that if the bit is new and its diamond spikes are sharp, the discussed conditions can be true. Because of this, in the considered case, the nonholonomic model use is justified. 
Conclusions
1) In the paper, the problem on rolling of a rigid ellipsoidal drill bit on a bore-hole bottom plane is stated. The bit is supposed to be attached to the lower end of an elastic rotating drill string. Two mechanical models of the bit motions based on assumption of the possibilities of its pure rolling whirling and rolling with sliding are discussed. The nonholonomic dynamic model is taken for analysis. An analogy between the phenomena of nonholonomic motions of the Celtic stones and the ellipsoidal bits is discussed. The techniques for solution of the equations of the bit whirling are proposed.
2) With the use of the elaborated approach, the computer simulation of whirling vibrations of the initially disturbed systems is performed. The oblong and oblate ellipsoidal shapes of the bits are chosen for analysis. As demonstrated by theoretic analysis of the simplest kinematic schemes of the ellipsoid bit rolling, their whirlings can be both forward and backward, though for the oblate bits, the backward whirl is predominant. As established by calculations under conditions of reduced bending stiffness of the drill string, the bit whirling can be stable as well as unstable. With the use of the simplest kinematic schemes of the ellipsoid body rolling, it is demonstrated that the oblate bits are more sensitive to initial disturbances and trajectories of their whirling paths can have loops and cuspidal points corresponding to bendings of the DSs and their bit axes tiltings these regimes are connected with enlargement of acceleration values and appropriate inertia forces.
3) The distinctive characteristic of the considered regimes is the found possibility to stop the circumferential motion of the bit whirling and to change its direction to inverse one, as happens with nonholonomic whirling of free ellipsoidal bodies with geometric or inertial distortions (the Celtic stones).
4) The elaborated techniques can be used for prediction and qualitative evaluation of the ellipsoid bit whirling regimes at the stages of the bore-hole design and drivage.
